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IN the earlier days of Mendelian studies attention was naturMly
focussed upon char~tm,s which were clean cut, and offered simple
material with which to test the validity of the principle of segregation.
But even in those days there was plenty of evidence for the existence of
cases in which a cross between two true-breeding strains led to the production of a series of forms in F., ranging between the two extremes
characteristic of the parental types. Under peculiarly favourable circumstances it was found possible to frame an interpretation on strictly
factorial lines, involving but a small nun~ber of factors. The pigmentation of the Silky fowl' was a case in point, analysis shewing that the
apparently continuous range from the unpigmented to the flllly pigmented condition could be interpreted in terms of three factors only,
viz. (1) a factor for pigmentation, (2) a factor for pigment inhibition,
and (3) the sex factor, which in the female operates to produce a somewhat higher grade of pigmentation than in the male of corresponding
geneticM composition. Owing to the diverse nature of the three
factors the analysis of a cQntinuous series was here much simplified,
since specific tests of the factorial interpretation could be readily devised and carried out. Many cases, however, present greater difficulties
to analysis, because we have no grounds for supposing that there is
a qualitative distinction between the various postulated factors. For
example, in dealing with the inheritance of size or weight, we m~W
encounter cases where the F~ generation is composed of a series passing
imperceptibly from the one extreme to the other. As a typical inst,~nce
may be cited that of the Hamburgh x Sebright cross in poultry, of
which an account was given in the earlier pages of this J o u r n a l ~. It is
possible, as was there pointed out, to bring such cases into line with the
L Batoson, W., and l~uanett, R. C., Journ. Ge~let. Vol. r, 1911.
Punnett, I~. C., ~,ld Bailoy, P. G., Jottrn. Genet. Vol. iv, 1914.
Journ. of Gem ix
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factorial hypothesis if we assume the existence of several factors each
behaving in a similar way. But in dealing with such characters, as
those involving size and weight, which are so susceptible to alterations
in the environment, the difficulties in the way of complete analysis are
practically insuperable, and the interpretation in factorial terms must
rest largely upon analogy.
The difficulties are not, however, so great in another group of cases
where we encounter these apparently continuous series, viz. the group of
pattel~ cases in animals, where the coat may range fi'om almost white up
to self-colour. As compared with size and weight they offer the great
advantage that the pattern is practically constant throughout life, and
apparently independent of extraneous influences such as food and
warmth. Records can be obtained without the necessity of rearing all
animals to maturity. The best known and most fully investigated
example of a continuous series among pattern cases is that of Castle's
rats, where the evidence shews that animals exhibiting the recessive
hooded character may range fi'om almost self-colom" down to almost
white. Castle's experiments shewed that, by selecting the darker and
the lighter forms respectively, strains could be established in which the
mean grade of pigmentation was in the one c~se considerably darker,
and in the other considerably lighter than the extremes of pigment;~tion
exhibited by the original stock ~. From his experimen~ Castle considered that the factor itself underwent modifications as the result
of systematic selection, a view directly in opposition to that of most
genetic workers, who regard the conception of the stability of the
factor--relative, if not absolute--not only as an invaluable tool for
progressive construction, but as firmly based upon experimental fact.
The difference between Castle and his critics, however, need no longer
be insisted upon, since, in his most recent contribution :, he has definitely
retired fi'om the position which he formerly took up. He admits that
the difference between a sclf-coloured rat and a hooded rat, whether of
the highly pigmented or of the nearly white form, is a difference of
single factor: and further that this factor is not influenced by systematic
I The 'Coriginal s t o c k " consisted of relatively few individuals, ~nd those prohably with
m~rkings near what is demanded by the fancy in a hooded rat, i.e. ~bont midway betw'een
the extremes of dark and light.
Had it consisted of some thousands, ~llowcd to breed
togethel" promisenously without interference on the part of the fancier, it, would probably
have exhibited forms comparable with the extremes of dark and light eventually attained
by selection.
" Castle, W. E., St~tdies of Ileredity in RtLbbits, Rt~ts, aud Mice. Publ. No. 288,
Ca.rnegio Inst., Wa~sh., 1919.
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selection as he had previously held. That the recessive hooded tbrm
may shew such a wide range of variation, from an almost ful!y pigmented to a nearly white type, he attributes to " r e s i d u a l heredity,"
This term, so fi~r as I can understand it, I take to mean practically the
same thing as the " modiiying i~ctors" of Morgan and other critics
of Castle. When, by selection, a markedly darker strain of hooded
rats is tbrmed f'rom average individuals, we may suppose t h ~ ~ larger
proportion of factors whose modifying activity is towards fuller pigmentation has been accumulated in that strain, the members of the
strain remaining ~
in respect of' the factor that determines
the difference between selfcolour and the hooded pattern. It' this
is what is meant by saying that an alteration in " residual heredity" has
taken place in these selected rats, it is clear that Castle's position is
brought into line with a strict factorial interpretation of the continuous
sel{es of grades of pigmentation exhibited by hooded rats. The next
step in the analysis of this celebrated case .is obviously to attempt
to define the number and scope of these postulated modii~ing factors,
an experimental task which is likely to demand a very considerable
expenditure of time and labour.
Meanwhile we may consider Castle's other series of experiments
with an animal shewing an apparently continuous series of graded
patterns, viz. that dealing with Dutch rabbits, of which an account
has just been published ~. I am led to discuss this series in some detail
because I have been investigating the case/br the past twelve years-",
and while in general my results are in accol~lance ~vith those obtained
by Castle I have been led to adopt an interpretation different from that
which he has just put ibrward. My experiments are not yet complete,
and probably several years must elapse befbre I am in a position to
present a ihll account. Nevertheless I have gained sufficient experience
to venture upon a tent~ltive interpretation, and I feel that, in the interest
of' the case itself: as well as of' other workers on similar lines, it would
be of service it' I put it ibrward in conjunction with the data presented
in Castle's valuable memoir.
In order to ihcilitate discussion I have taken the liberty of reproducing one of the plates accompanying his paper. On this (Fig. 1),
as will be seen, Castle arranges his animals in 18 grades with an almost
self'-coloured animal at one extreme (grade 1), and at the other a white
op. c~t.
'-' My experiments wore started in 1907. From 1911 till the outbreak of war I was
helped by the late M~jor P. G. ~;,ilcy. S~nco then I hi, re continued ~o carry them on
B,lonc,
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Grade8 1-18 of Dutoh rabbits.
Fig. 1.
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animal with pigmented eyes (grade 18). This last form does not appeal'
to have occurred in Castle's experiments 1, nor has it turned up in nay
own, though both of us have met with animals figured as grade 17.
As the result of his experiments Castle distinguishes four types, viz.:
(1) S e ! f c o l o u r , without any trace of white.
(2) D a r k Du.tch, in which he includes anim~ls of gn'ades 1-7.
(3) " T a n " Dutch, a form of Dutch originating from a cross between
yellow Dutch and Black-and-tan. The members of the strain varied
between grades 2-5, the great majority belonging to grades 3 and 4.
The grades used in describing t~hese animals are the same as those used
tbr the ])ark Dutch. There is however a qualitative difference in that
a Tan Dutch has more white on the nose and blaze with less on the
collar than the corresponding grade of Dark Dutch.
The character is
probably that described some y e a ~ ago as the " New S t y l e " Dutch'-', to
distinguish it from the " Old S t y l e " which is the typical animal of the
fancy.
(4) White Dutch, which may be of grades 15-17.
These fore' types are regarded by Castle as clue to a system of
multiple allelomorphs.
Animals with a pattern grade of 8-14 would
appear to be regarded either as heterozygous forms, or as due t,o "mutual
modification " b y which " the several m e m b e ~ of this allelomorphie series
tend, as a resnlt of crosses, to become more like one another." Such
" mutual modification " Castle states " n e e d not be regarded as change
in the nature of a single gene, but merely as equalization of the residual
heredity additional to the single genes which produce monohybrid
ratios3. ''
At the same time Castle does not appear to be quite clear
whether " m u t u a l modification " will 'recount for the appearance of all of
the various gn'ades that are not covered by his four type forms, for he
st~ttes that there may be "possibly many other types or conditions
of white-spotting which with sufficiently accurate observation might
be distinguished fi'om each other~": though whether he intends this to
apply to forms which appeared in the eonrse of his experiments, or
whether he is referring to the possibility of other forms appearing
which have so far not been met with, is not clear.
What we want at present to determine in connection with the.~e
eases of continuous series is whether they can be expressed satisfactorily
A white rabbit with pigmented (blue) eyes is howover known : ef. Einfilhrung in die
experimentelle Vererbaugslehre, yon E. Baur, 2 Aufl. Berlin, 1914, Fig. 28a, p. 75.
2 The Book of the Rabbit, by L. Upcott Gill, 188I, p. 51.
:~ Op. cir. p. 19.
.i Op. cir. p. 18.
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oil a strictly factorial basis: whether we can assign to each nmmber of
the series a definite genetic constitution, the validity of which we can
test by definitely devise(1 expm'iment. To some extent Castle's interpretation is a factorial one in that he offers 'm exphmation in t,erms
of the four fimtors forming his system of multiple allelomml)hs. He
admits however that some of the data can hardly be brought into line
with his interpretation, a point to which I shall recur later. On the
other hand, by postulating " n m t u a l modification " between members of
his allelomorphic series ha appears to me to be introducing a complication without the justification of fact. I confess however that I am nor,
clear as to the nature of the process involved in this term. I t must be
something distinct fi'om heterozygous forms, because it, involves the
conception of' the several members of the allelomorl)hic series tending,
as the result of crosses, to become more like one another.
Yet we
are told that it " need not be regarded ~ change in the nature of a
single gene, but merely as equalization of the residual heredity ~lditional to the single geneswhich produce hybrid ratiosL" So f a r ~ I can
understand this it appears to be an unnecessarily complicated and roundabout way of saying that there are other factors concerned of which the
nature has not yet been demonstrated experimentally. I propose therefore t,o dismiss the terms "mutual modification" and "residual heredity"
from the discussion for the present, and to enquire whether we cannot
h'ame a simpler hypothesis to cover the fac~s than that adduced by
C~tle.
Before doing so, however, I wish to draw attention to several points
in connection with which C ~ t l e ' s hypothesis appears to me to be unsatisfactory. In the first place before we can offer an interpretation on
factorial lines we must be in a position to present evidence tbr the
existence of the various homozygous tbrms which that interpretation
involves. We must determine by experiment which of the terms of
our apparently continuous series can be got to breed true, and which
cannot.
By breeding true is not of course meant that any individual
in a homozygous strain should be an exact replica of any other.
For
reasons that are at present beyond us, the individuals of a homozygous
strain may be expected to present some amount of fluctuation in the
extent of the white markings.
This however need not be very great.
i It would appear from a sentence on p. 16 that Castle does not bind himself by this
admission, for he states his opinion here "theft dark ~md tan are Mlelomorphsbut separate
in a modified form, one on the whole darkm' the other ou the whole lighter than before
they were crossed with each other."
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Ca.~tle's T a n D u t c h for example were almost all of grades 3-4, and
their variation did not extend beyond gn'ades 2 and 5. A g a i n the
members of his W h i t e D u t c h strain all fell into grades 15-17, and
in the com~e of my experiments I have also established a strain in
which the variation is about the same.
I think we m a y fairly regard
these as homozygous strains.
B u t when we t u r n to the Da.rk Dutch,
varying fi'om grades 1-7, I feel t h a t the position is different, and I am
not prepared to classify t o g e t h e r u n d e r the same head animals which
are ahnost self-coloured and others which m i g h t pass for ~he typical
D u t c h of the fancy. It is quite possible, as will appear later, that
a m o n g Castle's Dark D u t c h several strains could be got to breed
approximately true to different grades of pigmentation. My own data
point to the fact that it.is possible to obtain a strain of D u t c h breeding
true to about grades 7 and 8. I f this is s u b s t a n t i a t e d by further
experiment it introduces a new factor into the case. Further, I am
inclined to believe that it is possible to obtain a strain which breeds
true to about grades 11-13. I-Iere again m y experiments are not y e t
complete, for larger n u m b e r s are required before' this point can be
regarded as established. F o r the present I look upon the following as
weak points in Castle's interpretation, viT. (a) the inclusion of gn'ades
1-7 in a single category, (b) the non-recognition of a true breeding
strain of typical D u t c h (grades 7 - 8 ) ~, and (c) the non-recognition of
a true breeding strain of S p o t t e d D u t c h varying about grades 11-13.
T h e interpretation t h a t I wish to p u t forward provisionally is as
follows. We m a y suppose that there are several p a t t e r n folans with
reduced p i g m e n t a t i o n which breed approximately true, viz.

(a) White Dutch, comprising animals of grades 15-17.
(b) Spotted DL~tch, varying about grades 11-13.
(c) Typical Dutch, w~rying about gl-ades 7-8.
i Castle regards these grades as generally, if not always, heterozygotes between Dark
and White Dutch (op. cir. p. 7), and this is doubtless veryoften true. Nevertheless I tlfink
it equally beyond ~ doubt that such anim,~ls may be homozygous. Indeed Castle probr~bly
used such an animal in his experiments. Or' the original two Dutch bucks h~ st,~rted with
one,( d' 3036) was from his breeding beh~viour obviously heterozygdus. But the evidence
given by Castle strongly suggests that the other ( 8" 31)37)was not carryiug White Dutch.
There is no record of his beiug mated directly to White Dutch, but five of his Fl daughters
from self-colom'edmotlmrs wet~emated with o" ;40;46(op. cir. T~bles 14 and 16) r~udproduced
50 offspriug, all of grades 1-9. Yiad 8" 3037 been heterozygous i$ is most likely that some
of his tested daughters would have c~rried White Dutch, aud would, wheu mated with the
heterozygous d' 3036, have produced some offspriug with a gl'ade of pigmentatiou
~pproximating to White Dutch'.
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With ,.ega,'d l,,) (u.) [ ~tg','ec with Castle t,hat a t,'ue breeding strain
can be readily established, and I have had on(~ in my possession fi,,'
some ye;u~. Wit, h regard to the (,stablishment of ( b ) a n d (c) my
experiments are not yet, complete, though al~ t,h(, same time the evidence I have aceumulaWd SUl)l)Ort,s the suggesti,m made above. It, is
however pc}ssible that another true-breeding tlwm <s Spotted Dutch
exists varying about grade 14, but at, present my dal,a are n~t snfllcient
to justify the assertion of its existence. Moreover in the case of t.]w
Typical Dutch (c) I have not yet suct'ecded in obtaining a str,~in in
which the 1)igmcnte(I area is entirely fi'ee fi'om white in every individual. Though the area of 1)ig'mentati<m varies rd)out that shewn in
grade 7, many individuals shew small blurred pt~tches of white on t,he
dorsal surface (ct: PI. XI, Fig'. 1). Whether a strain of Typical Dutch can
be obtained without these small patches is ~ qnestion now under investigation. In any ca,se the evidence is not sumcient to connect these
small patches definitely with the Spotted ~md White Dutch characte)~.
Further, I should mention that Typical Dutch animals may be heterozygous for Spotted Dutch, thongh perhaps the grade of pigmentation is
somewhat lower in the heterozygote than in the homozygote. C,ross(,d
with White Dutch however both Typical and Spotted Dutch give rise W
intermediate forms. The _h89generation exhibits segregation, the pareutal
types reappearing together with intermediates. The cross between
White and Typical Dutch for example produces Ft :mimals indistinguishable in appearance fi'om Spotted Dutch (cf. PI. XI, Figs. 3 and 4).
(]enetic~lly however, they are distinct, for such lf'~ animals bred together
have produced among their progeny both White and Typical Dutch.
Assuming then the existence of the thrce strains (a), (b), and (c) wc
may turn to the higher grades of pigmentation, viz. grades I-6. My
Cxl)eriments have yielded evidence for the existence of a factor (P)
which, wh(:,n added to ~ny one of the three forlns (a), (b), or (c) ga'eatly
increases the development of.the pigmentation. When added to the
White Dutch for example it brings up the pigmentation to a grad(,
characteristic of Typical Dutch'; when added to Spotted Dutch, anim~d.~
approximating to grade 3 result; and when added to Typical Dutch it
l..~.ds to the 1)ruduction of animals which are ahnost, or even quite s e l f
c~,toured. A), interesting point in connection wi~h P is its )'elation to
the colountI,ion of the iris. Dutch rabbits, partit-Hlarly.those of a h)w
t It is interestinghere to recall tlmt Barn'obtained 1,'t animl~lsncgr Typical Du{~chon
crossing his bltm-eyedwhites with idbino; of. Ein.171hrlmgin die Czrlwrl,tentellel'~'rerbunys.
lehee, 1914, p. 75.
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g~uh', s.eh as Sptl,l~,,1 ~md \Vhit,~, ])ul,ell, (~fi,t.,ll t, xhil)it, hel~evodn'onlia
iridis.
In the h)west gm&,.q (i.e. t,h.se wil,h inosl, whii,o) l;his luay
m~l; infvequent,]y extmnl s,, fiw :Lu t,t) resu]l, ill coral)let,ely pale blue,
,,v " wall " e y e s ' .
Even ill l,ypical ] )lit, ell, cases ~,c(:lll' ill which . m ~ - r b.l,h
ey~,s are blue ~, t,h~mgh mov~, fi'(,qu(mi',ly I,he ills iN p;~tchcd.
1 have
hil,hevl,,) reel, wil,h n~)(-:u~e of' lml:,ro(du'omi:~ ill a rabbil, which conl,ains
P. A \'Vhite ])ul;ch, 1;o which P has been a~lded, is of a grade of pig'i,mnt, al,iml very like t,hal, ,,f a Tyl)ieal 1)ul.eh, m~d ilas (.yes ave normal
lwown. W h e n such animals, hel;erozygous for P, m'e m:~l;(;d [):tel< l,c)
Whit, e Dutch, |Jl/e), produce appvoximat, ely eqlllt} n u m b e r s of W h i t e
l)ul;ch and of animals ne:Lr Typical Dut, ch ill :tppeav:mce. Of l;hose
I,hal~ I have so far bred in l,his way, tile whil,e have always been hel,emchromic, whet'ass l~hose canl,aining P have never been h(4eroehromie.
This vehtt,ion of P t;o hel~evoehvomia promises t;o be of much assisbmee
iH the analysis of {;he higher grades of pigmenl;at, ion.
Whet, hey P produces a similar effect; in :t single and a double dose is
a point; which I have nol, ye{, been able to decide, but e x p e r i m e n t s with
this ,~bjeet are now in progress;'.
T h e bearing of tim demonst;ral~ion of
l,his fael;or Hpon tile ll:tl;lll'e of l;he higher grades of pigmenl,;~tion (i.e.
I;hose witch more eolouv) is however suflieient;ly clear. Corresp,mding 1~o
each lowm" grade we musl, suppose, that there is :t higher gradc,.diffeving
fi'om tile former in that it also contains P; and if certain lower gr:ules
l)reed true there is no reason why we should not eventually find :t corresponding series of higher grades also breeding la'ue.
T h e self-eolom'ed
rabl)it, l,he highest grade of all, I am at presenl, inclined 1,o regm'd ~us a
Typical ])utah which is also h o m o z y g o u s fro' P.
Regarded fi'om this point of view Castle's procedure of l u m p i n g all
the. higher grades together as ]):u'k ])utah is .just;ified in so flu' ~Ls these
higher grades cent, sin ;~ fact, or which is nol~ present in t,he lower grades.
II; does nol~ howevm' I~ake inl,o gteeotln{; tile tirol; thal~ they m a y wu y
greatly with respect to those other genel;ie factors to which are due
I,he differences bel~ween Typical, SpoI;l~ed, "rod WhiI, e l)utch, aml their
various heterozygous tbrms.
With this brief outline of the interprel,a{,i(m I would suggest, an
i The White Dntch animal lignved on Pl. 2, Fig. 19 of Castle's memoir evidently has n
"w~d}"eye. So also has the white rabbit lighted by Barn' to which reference was made earlier.
'-' Cf. Bond, C. J., Jom'n. Genet. Vol. H, 1912, p. 111.
a E v i d e n c e is aceu,nnh~tiug that PP animals are, more pigmented titan the corre.
spending Pp form,~. This has been allowed for in Fig. 2 (p. 312) except in the ease
of PPttss rabbil,s. The gl:ade of sneh animals is probably about 3 - - 5 instead of 6 - - 8 as
given il~ Fig. 2.
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interpretation admittedly tentative in view ~)f the present state of the
analysis, we may turn to ex:unine Castle's facts. In doing so it will be
convenient to consider his different crosses separately, though not
necessarily in the order in which he ~oives them.
(1) The cross betwee~, Se!f-colour and White D~4ch (pp. 10-12)'. A
Whif,e Dutch o~ of grade 17 was crossed with four self-coloured does, an(]
l)r[~luced 33 young of grades 1-3. An F~ generation of 191 individuals
was raised, and in it was represented every grade of pigmentation fi'om
self to grade 16. Such an F,, generation is certainly not to be expected
on the assumption t,hat Self-colour and White Dutch belong to a system
of'mnltiple allelomorphs; and indeed ('-;~si,le a d m i t s th;~t il, " is somewhat
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puzzling ill character." I~ is however what we should expect on t,he
hypotlmsis l~hat I have out, lined above, and since this c~se offers :t good
t)est between Castle's interpret, at,ion ~md my mvn we may examine it in
more det~til.
Let it be supposed thud, the selfcalom'cd rabbit is homozygons fiw
l,hc three folh)wing timtors:
P, the factor for increa.sed pigmcni, ai,ion (a.a expl:~ined above).
T, a factor which in the presence ~)f S leads to tire prodnction of a
Typic'd l)utch. We may fln'ther suppose that when S is not l)r(:scnt, T
leads to some incve~Lsc ill tile pigm(~nl,ation of tile White Dutch.
S, ~t fact, or which, when ~tdded to White Dntch, leads i;o mr incre~tsc
ill the pigment:ttion, mid the formed, ion of the Spotted Dnt,ch chm';tel,er.
The heterozygote Ss is internmdiate ill form.
The 1~'~ rabbits ex Selfcoloured x Whii;e Dni;ch will be P p T t S s ill
constitution, mid will give rise to the series of gmnel~es PTS, PTs, PtS,

Pts, pTS, pTs, ptS, pts.

The zygotic series produced by two such

series of gametes is represented on Fig. 2, on which are "also indie~ted
the ga'ades to which the wu'ious zygotes may be vefi~.rred. I t will be
understood of course that any rigid system of assignlment is impossible;
for, -ffter all, the ga'ades made use of are but convenient symbols. Ill
making the wu'ions assignmenl;s I have been guided ,u~ far ~s possible by
tile experience gained through many varieties of mating extending over
a period of more than ten years. Ira Table I t.he various grades have
A D T ]~
:#
f "1.Ut_l)JJ
l
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been collected 1;ogether fi'onl Fig. 2, and bronght into tabnlm" form
in order that the hypothetical result may be compared with Castle's
actmd figures ~ (7'c~ble 23, p. /t5). The general agreement is evidently
close, nnd it is clem. that, tile experimeni;al data are more ill accordanee witch tile interpretation I have suggested than with that which
Castle has put tbrward.
I The n m n b e r of rabbits in C~stle's F . generation is 191 ; accordingly I have multiplied
e~mh zygote in Fig. 2 by 3, bringing the total to 192. W h c r e it zygote is given Its of
scveral adjoining grn,des each is rcpresented in Table 1. T h u s where a zygote is given in
Fig. 2 as of gr~tdes 4-6, I lmve reckoned one of eJmh of thesc three grades in Table I,
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Fm't~her (l:tta of (~asl,le's are thi,se obtaincll by mating l"~ mfimals
with a Whit(~ l)uteh (Text:fig. 2, p. 11). The I10 offsl~ring tidl inl;,,
two g'rmq~s without m, erlapping, i,aeh (-onl.aining 5H inllivi~lmds. ()n
the hyl~otlwsis of multiple allelomorphs we should have exp~,('ted l,he
group with gr~,ater 1)ig'm(,ntation to have slmwn a distribution of grades
similar to 1r animals.
As a nlatter of fact the. mean grade is 5.4;, ;md
thl~ range between 1 and 9, whereas in the lt'~ animals 1,he r'mgo is only
1-3, with ~ mean abont 1"5. So ~dso in the light groups the r~mge is
13-17 as against theft of 15-17 in White lh~teh, while I~he metro is about
15 as ~tg'ainst between 16 and 17 in White Dutch. This ext, ension of the
ranges and shifting of the means of the two groups is hmvr
what, is
|~o be expected on the interpretation I have suggested. Making use of'
the grmles assigned in Fig. 2 to the vm'ions genetic eonstitul;ions
involved, I have worked out the distxibution of the progeny fox' this
cross, as shewn in Table H. Here again, as in the ease of the F~
gem~rntion, the hyl~othesis I have suggested ~qq~ears to fit the t}tets
better them that of multiple alMomorl,hs with its nr
concomitant
~)f " mlltual m()(lifieati~m."
IAI,LI~ II.
{ ~ rach~s

Calculated
Distribution i
Acf,uM
distribution
from Castle

0

1

2

:1

,I

5

6

7

8

5

10

10

10

5

10

5

5

.

2

8

4

11

11

14

9

3

1

9

.

10

.

.

11

.

.

. . . . . .

12

13

It

15

16

17

10

10

15

17

7

1

14

24

13

6

(2) The cross between J)ark 1)lltch aml l'Vh.ite D,,tch (pp. 8-10). In
this croas five ~ ~ of grades 6-S were mated with a d ~ of grade 17.
The m~tjority of tile otl~ln'ing were of grades 5-9 (Text:fig..1, p. 9),
thongh two were of grades 10 and 11 respectively. As both of these
were ti'om the s:une doe (~ 6666, Table 2::/) it suggests th;~t she ,mty
have been heterozygous tbr P, while the other ibm' were homozygons. A role F., gener:~tion was ,'qq~:u'ently not raised, but :mim~zks
of grades 4-9, w~riously produced mid known to throw the White
Dutch form, were bred together.
The 56 progeny resulting wu'ied
between grades 1-17.
They m;V be divided iuto two groups, (,.)
with a range between grades 1-10, and (b) a smaller group with a
range of 12-17. The mean gr;u.le of (,.) is higlwr (i.e. less pigmented)
than that of the (hu'k smfin ~s a wlmle, while the mean of (b) is
lower than that of the white stm.in ~ts ,'~ whole. In other words tale
two groups into which this "1~',,_" generation tMls ,'q~proximate more
ch~sely t,~,me anot.her than i1o the l~;U't'nt;d dm'k ~md white groups
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If the dark and light` belong boa system of multil)le
,~llelomorphs segregating in the normal way we should not expect
this approximation, and I gather that it is in explanation of it that
Castle suggests t`he hypot`hesis o f " mutnal modifieat`ion." On the interpret`at`ion I have suggested t~here is no need to post`ulat`e any such
problematical process. The appearance of such grades as 9-14 in the
"/V'~" generation may be supposed to be dne to the fact that some of the
parents, especially tshose belonging to the higher numbered ga'ades, were
heterozygous fbr 8 as well as for P. From such animals bred together,
on the assumption that normal and independent, segregation of the
several factors occurred, we should expect various intermediates of
grades 9-14. Further we should also look for a small proportion of
mimals tending towards complete pigmentation. For such might be
expeet`ed to occur when P reaet`ed on a basis of Typical Dutch. On
Castle's explanation in terms of mulgiple allelomorphs, particularly
when the hypothesis of " m u t u a l modification " is superadded, it` is
difficult to understand why these highly pigmented rabbit,s should
appear in the " F : " generation.
The result` of mating F~ (ex Dark x White Dut`eh) with White
Dutch was the production of two groups of about equal size, but
slightly overlapping (Text-fig. 1, p. 9), so that every grade between 4
and 17 was represented. On the assumpi~ion that the dark and light
belong to a system of multiple allelomorphs it` was to be expected that
the two groups would be sharply separated, and that their mean grades
would be close to those of the parental stocks. Here again Castle find~
evidence for " mutual modification." but`, as in the ease of the " i ~ "
generation, there is no need for this assmnption on the interpretation
that I have suggested.
(3) The cross between Tan D~tch and White Dutch (pp. 13-1/+).
From this cross the F~ individuals were int`ehnediat,e in grade ranging
from 6-9, the range of Tan Dutch being 2-5, and that of White Dutch
15-17. The F.~ generation comprising 130 individmds, forms a continuous and ahnost regular curve o,1 grading, wit,h the mode very close
to ~he mean, and with a range of 3-14. Animals ex l?, x White Dutch
exhibit` a range of 7-17. All of these results are in accord with the
supposition that Tan Dugeh and White ])uteh differ in several factors
fl'om one anot`her, such fact`ors being all presents in Tan Dutch bnt
absent fl'om White Dutch. Castle supposes that Tan Dutch belongs to
the same multiple allelomorphie system as Self-eolour, White, and Dark
Dutch. The experimental filets appear to me tJO be ent`irely opposed t~,
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such an .interpretation, even when we make a most generous allowance
for "mutual modification." The absence of selfs in F: is an argument
used by Castle in favour of his view; and though I agree that both Tan
and White Dutch must lack something present in the self-coloured
animal, I fail to see that this entails the creation of a series of multiple
allelomorphs to represent these three states of pigmentation.
I am inclined to regard the Tan Dutch as a definite stage of higher pigmentation in the series White-Spotted-Typical Dutch, and consequently
lacking P. This view receives some support fi'om a piece of information
which Professor Castle very.kindly sent in answer to an enquiry of mine,
i.e. that Tan Dutch rabbits may exhibit heterochromia iridis. If we
denote as N the factor that turns a Typical Dutch into a Tan, o1" New
Style, Dutch (cf. p. 307), the cross Tan Dutch x White Dutch would
result in F~ heterozygotes of the constitution N n T t Ss, and these might
be expected to give results similar to those which Castle obtained, both
when mated together and when crossed back with White Dutch.
(4) The cross between Dark Dutch and Tan Dutch (pp. 13-16). Two
outstanding features are here exhibited. In the first place the F~
animals are of distinctly higher pigmentation than either of the parental
forms, some of them being even self-coloured. Secondly of the Fe
generation, consisting of 275 individuals, about three-quarters are of
grades 0-3 (as many as 89 being self-eoloured), while the remaining
quarter extends over grades 4-11.
Here again the facts appear to me
to be entirely opposed to the interpretation in terms of multiple allelomorphs advocated by Castle; for it offers no explanation of the selfeoloured animals in FI, or in F~ where they constitute about 30 ~o of the
total. Nor does it explain the considerable range in Fo., extending so
far as grade 11. On the interpretation I have suggested these facts are
intelligible. The Dark Dutch animals used varied from grades 2-6.
Consequently, though hoi~ozygous for P, they may well have lacked
either T or S, or in some cases both. The F1 animals would be
heterozygous for P and N, and this would entail their being selfcoloured, or nearly so. But at the same time if lacking in T or 8 they
would be constitutionally P p N n T t S S , or P p N n T T S s , while some
might be P p N n T t S s ' . From such animals we should expect an F~
generation similar to that which Castle obtained.
This cursol:y examination of Castle's data is sufficient to make
it clear that the hypothesis of multiple allelomorphs 'advocated by him
Probably somewere of this constitution, for when crossedwith White Dutch a few
animals of .grades 16 and 17 appeared (cJ: ".l'ext~. ,5, p. 15).
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is a fat" less satislimtory explanation of the f~tets than the hyptJthesis ,)f"
independent faetm~ such as I have suggested. Moreover on this latter
hypothesis there is ilo need to drag in any conception of "inutual
modification." Such a conception is in my opinion entirely opposed to
the gmmral trend of modern genetic work. I~; after adequate analysis,
eases are found which afIbrd indubitable evidence for such a process,
then it must be carefully taken into account. But after many years
spent in breeding Dutch rabbits I am strongly inclined to believe Chat
the fae~s will eventually receiv,~ an ex[~lamttion on a strictly fact~rial
basis; ~or ~tt present do I see good reason ~hr supposing tl=~t the f,~tors
concenmd shew any more tendency to UndErgo modification through
crossing than in the countless iastanees in both plants and animals
where apparent clean sEgrEgation is the rule
[The experiments on Dutch rabbits alluded to in this paper have
been c:m'ied Oil with assistance from the Development Commission
Fund administered by the Board of Agriculture For those dealing
with heterochromia iridis grants have been received from the Governmerit Grant Commission.]

EXPLANATION

OF P L A T E XI.

Fig. 1. Typical Dutch rabbit. The right eye shews some heterochromia. Note the sumll
white pr~tches on the back.
Fig. 2. White Dutch. In this animM both eyes were blue.
Fig. 3. Spotted Dutch. The pigmcntatiou in most animMs of this strain is rather more
pronounced.
Fig. 4. /i' l rabbit ex Typical Dutch x White Dutch.

